James Fisher Prolec
Leading construction equipment safety and
productivity solutions.
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Assure safety, optimise performance and
increase productivity with JF Prolec’s
construction machinery solutions.

Trusted manufacturers and integrators of advanced monitoring
and movement limiting solutions for OEMs, asset owners,
construction groups and plant operators worldwide.
James Fisher Prolec’s innovative systems support the safe and efficient delivery of construction machinery operations, enabling
end-users and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) to drive productivity to the highest level within a machine’s safety envelope.

Innovative solutions to support your operations
Our innovative safety and productivity solutions provide you with the control, measurement and guidance to enhance equipment
functionality and performance; delivering higher productivity, improved safety and reduced operational costs.

An uncompromising approach to safety

About James Fisher Prolec
With over 30 years’ experience, and as the only company to offer both safety systems and machine control, JF Prolec has set
the benchmark for smart and compliant construction machinery solutions to support its customers’ complex operations.
Equipment safety and machine control is at the heart of our business; our expertise is in the control, measurement and
guidance of equipment to enhance functionality, deliver higher productivity and reduce costs for our customers.
JF Prolec is part of James Fisher and Sons plc, a leading provider of innovative marine solutions and specialist engineering
services worldwide, providing total assurance to its customers.

Markets

We’re committed to developing innovative products for customers that improve on-site safety and set high operational safety
standards throughout the construction industry, including hazard mitigation and risk management.

Machine guidance and control solutions

Construction
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quarrying
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We support our customers through the innovative application of sensors, hardware and software technologies, to develop
world-leading machine guidance solutions, including:
•

Precision machine control when working adjacent to critical infrastructure

•

Accurate dredging envelopes irrespective of vessel position or state of tide

•

Excavator safety and telehandler control systems

•

Height limitation technology

•

On-board weighing systems

•

Road rail vehicle (RRV) safety solutions (to standards)

W: www.prolec.co.uk

E: sales@prolec.co.uk

T: +44 (0) 1202 441 000
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Slew limiters

A comprehensive range of solutions to
suit specific machine applications and
site requirements.

James Fisher Prolec delivers specialised solutions for the construction
equipment market to improve onsite safety and enhance the functionality
and performance of your fleet. Our systems are engineered for
compatibility with all major manufacturers.

Safeguard your on-site construction machinery and personnel, even in the most congested working environments.
The unparalleled design integrity of JF Prolec’s advanced slew limiter systems means operators can display high standards
and demonstrate a safe system of work, especially in heavily regulated industries.
Our slew limiters offer:
•

Full system configuration

•

Advanced ‘virtual wall’ machinery control

•

Supervisor control on setting limits or failsafe options

•

Traceability and compliance to meet stringent industry regulations

Machine establishes virtual wall

Machine moves towards slew limit

Machine is stopped before exceeding
slew limit

Rated capacity indicators (RCIs)
Our specialised, precision engineered RCI solutions for construction equipment maintain a safe load across your machine’s
full working range, allowing operators to better utilise the safe lifting capacity of a machine and, as a result, reduce maintenance
costs through wear and tear.

Height limiters

Safeguard construction site personnel, assets and the surrounding environment with JF Prolec’s RCI solutions:

Robust height limiting solutions, which take into account a machine’s full range of movement, ensure full regulatory compliance

•

Protects machine stability by ensuring load limits are not compromised

and enable machine operators to work safely and confidently across a range of environments, including confined spaces.

•

Real-time indication of a machine’s safe working capacity

•

Variable parameter height limits

•

Physically restricts machines via ‘motion cuts’ when unstable

•

Controls on who can set the limits

•

Ensures machinery is RCI compliant for major infrastructure projects

•

Full range of movement within the machine’s working envelope

•

Multiple options for measuring angle and movement of the machine’s boom

•

Traceability and compliance with code requirements in mandated industries

On-board weighing
Our range of construction plant on-board weighing systems provide operators with a seamless weighing process, advanced
throughput, and enhanced efficiency while also supporting load limit regulation compliance.
Providing both static and dynamic on-board weighing, the system radically improves the efficiency of material handling and
haulage operations:

Machine establishes virtual wall
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Machine moves towards height limit
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Machine is stopped before exceeding
height limit

•

Revolutionises the payload management processes

•

Highly accurate and robust weighing solution

•

Enables faster loading cycles

•

Eliminates under loaded trips

•

Reduces fuel consumption

•

Optional wireless telemetry system
T: +44 (0) 1202 441 000
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Services

Case studies

Operator training and development
JF Prolec supports its customers in up-skilling personnel through the delivery of a range of system training
packages to ensure operators are fully certified and competent. We also provide National Plant Operators

Discover how James Fisher Prolec can assist you with an
overview of its most recent success stories, demonstrating
how the company supports customers worldwide.

Registration Scheme (NPORS) accredited training in conjunction with the Construction Training Academy
(CTA) for our industry-leading PME system, to deliver more personal and in-depth hands-on product support.

Safety consultancy and support
Proven track record providing safety consultancy support to customers, ensuring total compliance with
legislation and helping to achieve a high performance in health and safety.

Annual inspection, calibration and service
Offering a wide range of testing, calibration and repair services, we pride ourselves on fast and
professional service, providing a high level of support globally.

JCB’s hydradig gets a Prolec upgrade

Prolec keeps key rail project on track

JF Prolec has designed and integrated a bespoke safety

A specially engineered solution improves productivity by

system into JCB’s new Hydradig excavator to enable its

ensuring lines can be kept open (ALO) during significant

users to comply with stringent safety regulations for

railway modification projects, whilst also complying to

working in confined spaces.

rigorous rail standards.

large end-to-end project management solutions to drive your productivity and maximise

Prolec on production line at Caterpillar

on-site safety.

JF Prolec’s specially designed strain gauge weighing system

Prolec system ensuring safety for the
tallest high-reach excavator in the UK

is now on the production line at Caterpillar. The system

The new Cat 6015B demolition rig is the largest in the UK

represents the culmination of five years of development,

at 70 metres and requires specialist safety equipment for

to offer a dynamic weighing ‘factory-fit’ system for

superior demolition. JF Prolec worked with Kocurek to install

Caterpillar’s Articulated Dump Trucks (ADTs).

the Prolec Demolition Pro system, allowing operators to

Installation and commissioning
Expert engineers install and commission systems worldwide, for even the most challenging
of operations.

Support and service
Our site personnel and approved installers are available to respond to site to resolve issues and
undertake necessary component changes. We offer 24/7 telephone support to assist in issue resolution
over the phone - +44 (0) 1202 025 525.

Project management
Strong project management and multi-disciplined engineering capabilities allows us to effectively deliver

Lift planning support and a load chart generator tool
Our customer support tool provides lift planning and a load chart generator to enable safe and
efficient planning of machine operations.
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increase functionality without compromising safety.
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Complementary services

James Fisher’s major construction projects

As part of James Fisher and Sons plc, JF Prolec has access
to a wide range of complementary services to support its
customers in the global construction industry.

The James Fisher group has been involved in some of the largest
construction projects worldwide, more recently including:

James Fisher provides comprehensive, through-life solutions to support major construction contractors and operators, including;

Specialist inspection, NDT and materials testing products
and services
•

Environmental monitoring

•

Foundation testing

•

Materials testing

•

NDT inspection services

Hinkley Point C new nuclear power
station, UK

Dounreay nuclear plant

Subsea engineering services during the construction and

Supply of specialist remote handling equipment to support

installation of the seawater cooling system. James Fisher won

the world’s deepest nuclear clean-up project, assisting

‘Best Construction Supplier 2017’ awarded by EDF Energy.

with the retrieval and processing of radioactive waste.

Load monitoring products and services
•

Bespoke load monitoring solutions

•

Highly accurate load cells

•

Hazardous area certified

decommissioning, UK

Condition based maintenance solutions
•

Mimic condition monitoring software

•

Optimises maintenance strategies

Galloper offshore windfarm, UK

Burj Khalifa Tower, Dubai

•

Improves condition and performance of assets

Significant marine construction support contract,
including onshore support base set-up and a range
of offshore services and solutions.

Structural monitoring contract completed on one of the

Queensferry Crossing, UK

Crossrail transport scheme, UK

Sophisticated structural monitoring system integrated

Four-year contract providing materials testing and structural

into new bridge during construction, including a range

monitoring on Crossrail, one of the biggest civil engineering

Marine construction support

of specialist monitoring technologies that allow precise

projects in the UK. Work included concrete and foundation

•

Marine civil engineering

movements and loadings to be monitored in real time

testing and the development of a specialised monitoring

•

Pipeline installation and maintenance

to inform preventative maintenance strategies, reduce

solution for Caning Town Flyover to ensure safety during

•

High voltage engineering services

costs, minimise down time and extend the operational

tunnel boring operations.

Visual asset management services
•

R2S Mosaic VAM system

•

Asset integrity and management solution

•

Advanced photogrammetry with 3D integration of plant management software

•

360 degree visual interface of any asset or location

tallest man-made structures ever built, including pile testing
services and a full structural monitoring system.

Inshore and subsea construction services
•

Diving and ROV services

•

Subsea excavation

•

Underwater inspections

lifespan of the asset.
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Global reach
JF Prolec has a network of agents, distributors and James Fisher
group company facilities to serve its global customer base.
We are well placed to deliver flexible, highly responsive and
localised support.

James Fisher Prolec
James Fisher group company facility
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James Fisher Prolec
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Service: +44 (0) 1202 006 650
24/7 Support: +44 (0) 1202 025 525
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